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Go to TIME content - One round is about 6 seconds. One minute equals 10 rounds. A short rest is 1 hour. A long rest is 8 hours. TRAVEL PACE (8 hours of long-distance travel) - Fast pace: 400 feet per minute, 4 miles per hour, 30 miles per day; -5 penalty passive Wisdom (Perception) points. Normal pace: 300 feet per
minute, 3 miles per hour, 24 miles per day. Slow pace: 200 feet per minute, 2 miles per hour, 18 miles per day; able to use stealth. Difficult terrain: Reducing the listed distances by half in dense forests, deep marshes littered with rubble ruins, steep mountains covered with ice, land, etc. - Forced March: Forced March:
Constitution savings throw D.C. 10 and 1 hour after 8 hours to avoid getting depletion. Horse gallop: Double the distance on the road for one hour, or more if fresh fastenings are available every 10 miles. Water vehicles (can travel 24 hours a day)... 24 miles per day - Longship: 3 miles per hour, 72 miles per day - Rowing
boat: 1.5 miles per hour, 36 miles per day - Sailing ship: 2 miles per hour, 48 miles per day - Warship: 2.5 miles per hour, 60 miles per day House Rules on Travel by LAND : 800 feet per minute 8 miles per hour (max. 1 hour) - Fast: 400 feet per minute, 4 miles per hour, 30 miles per day - Normal: 300 feet per minute, 3
miles per hour, 24 miles per day - Slow: 200 feet per minute, 2 miles per hour, 18 miles per day BY LAND - Adventurer ... 3 miles per hour - pony, mule... 4 miles per hour - Elephant, mammoth... 4 miles per hour - Warhorse (heavy horse)... 5 miles per hour - Horse (light horse)... 6 miles per hour - Modern tank (M1
Abrams) ... 45 miles per hour - Modern car (changes)... 55 mph BY SEA - Kilbot (river cargo boat/yacht)... 1 mile per hour - Rowing boat ... 1.5 miles per hour - Sailing ship ... 2 miles per hour - Warship ... 2.5 miles per hour - Longship ... 3 miles per hour - Gully ... 4 miles per hour BY AIR and broom fly ... 5 miles per
hour (up to 200 pounds), 3 miles per hour (200 to 400 pounds.) - Carpet Flying (6 feet x 9 feet)... 3 miles per hour (up to 800 pounds), 1 mile per hour (over 800 pounds.) - Carpet Flying (5 feet x 7 feet)... 4 miles per hour (up to 600 pounds), 2 miles per hour (more than 600 pounds.) - carpet flight (4 feet x 6 feet)... 6
miles per hour (up to 400 pounds), 3 miles per hour (more than 400 pounds.) - Giant bat (only a small rider)... 6 miles per hour - Giant vulture ... 6 miles per hour - Hippogriff ... 6 miles per hour - Carpet flight (3 feet x 5 feet) ... 8 miles per hour (up to 200 pounds), 4 miles per hour (more than 200 pounds.) - Dragon (adult
or older)... 8 miles per hour - Giant eagle ... 8 miles per hour and Griffin ... 8 miles per hour and Weivern ... 8 miles per hour - Nightmare ... 9 miles per hour and Pegasus ... 9 miles an hour and Rock ... Mile per hour - Modern Helicopter (Bell Jet Ranger)... 100 miles per hour - Modern propeller (Cessna 172) ... 150 miles
per hour - Modern airliner (Boeing 747) ... 560 miles per hour PACE OPTIONS (for humans and creatures, not magical objects or ships) - Fast Possible: Increase the speed by 100% (double) in one hour, then need to rest. Slower than usual: Reduce speed by 33%, but is able to use stealth while traveling. FORCED
MARCH Pace involves traveling up to 8 hours a day for creatures under their own power. For each extra hour of travel for 8 hours, make the Constitution savings throw at the end of the hour. DC is 10 no 1 for every hour of the last 8 hours (DC 11 after 9th hour, DC 12 after 10 o'clock, and so on). On a failed rescue
throw, the creature suffers from one level of exhaustion. This rule applies only to creatures; ships can travel continuously for 24 hours a day. The magic object may or may not work for 24 hours, depending on the concentration required to control the product. I see you're using an ad blocker. I get it. I use one, too. But if
you consider the inclusion of ads on this site, I would appreciate it. Ads on the Free Edition help pay my hosting costs. Also, consider joining my Patreon, which will give you a Keeper Edition that has no ads and a few other interesting features. Page 2 It was very interesting to see how much people appreciated this tool.
What started out as a bit of utility for me has become a valuable asset for DMs all over the world. I don't think I've done quite yet, though. I have a lot of ideas for new things including original content and more, but I can only afford to invest so much time in such things. I would like that to change, however. And so, I
created Patreon, which will help you access the Keeper Edition site, which adds a few new bells and whistles around this tool you already know and love. This will allow me to continue to invest time (and money) in the site and my future ideas. What's this for you? There are a few perks for keepers: No ads (including
player shop view) virtually remove 15 items beyond the rarity generation limit (100 instead) Don't like the price? Override the base price of almost any magic item Custom Bullet URL for stores and locations Access to saved stores from any browser Add additional details to stores (location, description, store owner's
name, store owner description, store owner image) Stores never expire, but you can remove them anytime you want Per-shop markup remembered between the rights Extended list of special features (origin , history, quirks, Properties) for the magical elements Restock saved stores using a generator shaped custom
presets for generators form Save, organize, and easily print teleportation circles Much more powerful time calculator in the way Additional options run on on on on Generator Extra Options on Bounty/Reward, Mercenary Cost Calculator Choose from more than 12 site-wide color schemes Fast look to discover the magical
auras of magical Save items and share your own custom reincarnation table I actually pay attention to your suggestions/ideas partners, or Keepers who have maintained at a higher level, have their own perks, too: the headline says: Partner instead of Keeper. (if well aligned) A warm, fuzzy feeling that you helped more.
(if not well aligned) A smug sense of superiority over those who didn't help as much. Yes, there's not much here yet. However, it is appreciated. What's in it for stinklikeonion? On a super practical level, I get help paying for a hosting/promotion site. Also, it gives me a little money to invest in my own games that invariably
inspire more ideas for the site. But it's all short-term. If we hit our Patreon targets, I want to offer additional levels with exciting new content... So how do you become the Guardian? It's pretty simple. You log on to the site with Patreon. If you don't have an account yet, just click the button below and create one. Page 3
5eMagic manages the web , which provides SERVICE. This page is used to inform website visitors about our policies regarding the collection, use and disclosure of personal information if someone chooses to use our Service, the 5eMagic.Shop website. If you choose to use our Service, you agree to collect and use
information in connection with this policy. The personal information we collect is used to provide and improve the Service. We will not use or share your information with anyone, except in the cases described in this Privacy Policy. The terms used in this Privacy Policy have the same meanings as in our Terms and
Conditions, which are available unless otherwise defined in this Privacy Policy. Collecting information and using it for better experience when using our service, we may require you to provide us with certain personal information, including, but not limited to, your name, phone number and mailing address. The information
we collect will be used to communicate or identify you. We want to let you know that whenever you visit our service, we collect the information your browser sends us, called Log Data. Log data may include information such as your computer's Internet protocol address (IP), browser version, pages of our service, time and
date of your visit, time, on these pages, and other statistics. Cookies Cookies are files with a small amount of data that are commonly used by an anonymous unique identifier. They are sent to your browser from a website you visit and are stored on your computer's hard drive. Our website uses these cookies to collect
collection and improve our service and personalize content. Many critical features of the site don't work without cookies. Service Providers We can hire third-party companies and individuals for the following reasons: to facilitate our service; Providing services on our behalf; To perform service-related services; or help us
analyze how our Service is used. We want to let our users of the service know that these third parties have access to your personal information. The reason is to accomplish the tasks assigned to them on our behalf. However, they are required not to disclose or use this information for any other purpose. We value your
trust in providing us with your personal information, so we strive to use commercially acceptable means to protect it. But remember that no way of transmitting over the Internet, or the method of electronic storage is 100% safe and reliable, and we can not guarantee its absolute safety. Links to other sites Our service may
contain links to other sites. If you click on a third-party link, you will be directed to this site. Please note that these external sites are not managed by us. We therefore strongly encourage you to review the privacy policy of these websites. We do not or take responsibility for the content, privacy policy or practices of any
third-party sites or services. Children's Privacy Our services do not appeal to anyone under the age of 13. We do not knowingly collect personal identifying information from children under the age of 13. In the event that we find that a child under the age of 13 has provided us with personal information, we immediately
delete it from our servers. If you are a parent or guardian and know that your child has provided us with personal information, please contact us so we can take the necessary action. Changes to this privacy policy We may update our privacy policy from time to time. In this way, we advise you to view this page periodically
for any changes. We'll let you know about any changes by posting a new Privacy Policy on this page. These changes are in effect immediately after they are posted on this page. Contact us if you have any questions or suggestions about our privacy policy, feel free to contact us. Us. 5e travel pace table. 5e travel pace
mount. 5e travel pace calculator. 5e flying travel pace
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